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Abstract 
Spawning stock biomass (SSB) is one of the most common measures of stock status. However 
recent research on reproductive potential has shown that alternative variables may be an 
improvement over SSB. In the case of European hake (Merluccius merluccius), it is known that 
large individuals produce more eggs by unit of body weight, and their quality is better than those 
of small individuals. Under these circumstances, application of reproductive potential may be 
pertinent in the implementation of the Johannesburg agreement, since it is not only the spawning 
biomass but also its age or length structure that defines stock productivity and its ability to 
achieve maximum sustainable yield (MSY). In this contribution we used an age-length structured 
population model to assess the impact of different reproductive indices (total spawning biomass, 
female spawning biomass and egg production) on MSY reference points. First, we analyzed how 
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these different indices alter our perception about per recruit productivity. Second, we analyzed 
the quality of these alternative reproductive indices to explain and predict recruitment using 
different model structures (Ricker and Beverton-Holt) and Bayesian inference. Third, we 
combined per recruit models and stochastic stock-recruitment relationships to estimate the 
probability distributions of MSY biological reference points (MSY, Fmsy, Stockmsy, and Fcrash). 
Our results show that, for hake stocks where larger fish have a strong contribution to stock 
reproductive potential, use of alternative reproductive indices will affect estimations of stock 
sustainability. The change in perception of relative contribution of each length class is exhibited 
in two opposite ways: reproductive potential per recruit and the shape of the stock-recruitment 
relationship defined with steepness. In our case, the change from SSB to egg production, resulted 
in an increase in steepness which counteracted the depletion per recruit resulting in a larger Fmsy..  
Keywords 
Egg production, biological reference points, steepness, length based models, hake 
1. Introduction 
The main outcomes of the Johannesburg Summit in 2002 for fisheries management was the 
decision to “maintain or restore depleted fish stocks to levels that can produce maximum 
sustainable yield (MSY) on an urgent basis and where possible by 2015”. By “stock levels” 
management bodies and scientists frequently reference spawning stock biomass (SSB), which is 
one the most common measures of population health or reproductive potential used in fisheries. 
This measure has been criticised since other measures that consider fecundity (Lambert, 2008; 
Marshall et al., 1998; Mehault et al, 2010), age dependent maternal effects (Berkeley et al, 2004; 
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Lucero, 2008) or diversity of population structure (Marteinsdottir and Thorarinsson, 1998) may 
be more appropriate. This criticism is caused by the arguable assumption that SSB is 
proportional to egg production which is not the case for many species where older fish produce 
relatively more eggs per unit body weight (Morgan et al., 2009; Mehault et al., 2010) and eggs of 
better quality than young fish (Birkeland and Dayton, 2005, Marshall et al., 2006). Trippel 
(1999) defines stock reproductive potential (SRP) as a measure that represents a stock's ability to 
produce viable eggs and larvae that may eventually recruit to the adult population or fishery. 
Fisheries management makes use of indices and reference values to decide on the actions to take. 
The two most common references are fishing mortality (F) that refers to the level of exploitation 
and SSB that refers to the biomass of adults. Biological reference points (BRP) are a set of 
reference values by which the status of the stock is assessed defining a particular state of the 
fishery and exploited population. BRPs can indicate a target aimed at by management (target 
reference points), or a limit such as a reference to a potential dangerous state that has to be 
avoided (limit reference points), e.g. SSB levels below which productivity is endangered. The 
Johannesburg Summit called for stocks to be restored to levels that can produce MSY by 2015 
where possible. MSY is the maximum mean yield that an equilibrium population may produce. 
The level of fishing mortality that produces MSY is known as Fmsy and the corresponding level 
of biomass is known as Smsy (Stock level able to produce MSY). EU policies are applied in order 
to reach Fmsy in 2015 and ICES provides advice to reach this target (ICES, 2011). 
The above references, also called “MSY reference points”, are linked through the exploitation 
pattern of the fishery and the stock productivity that is represented by a stock-recruitment 
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relationship (Sissenwine and Shepherd, 1982). The problem is that stock-recruitment models (S-
R) are frequently difficult to fit to available data. To overcome this problem the scientific 
community has looked for MSY reference point proxies, among which those based on yield-per-
recruit models (YPR) were initially the most popular, like Fmax (Beverton and Holt, 1957) or F0.1 
(Gulland and Boerema, 1973). Alternative proxies are those based on the relative depletion of the 
stock as a function of fishing mortality, also on a per-recruit basis (Clark, 1991; Goodyear, 
1993). These reference points opened the ground for integrating alternative measures of stock 
reproductive potential (Morgan et al., 2009; Spencer et al., 2007).  
The difficulties in adjusting S-R models make the analysis of alternative measures of the stock 
reproductive potential (SRP) difficult to evaluate. The literature shows examples of “improved” 
reproductive potential measures that have little impact on improving the fit of model to observed 
data (Brunel, 2010, Marshal et al., 2006; Murua, 2010). This is an important issue to address 
when analyzing alternative measures. However, biological features like length at maturity or 
fecundity change our perception of the resilience of the stock by affecting S-R steepness (Myers 
et al., 2002) which has a large impact on reference points (Brooks et al., 2010).  
Murawski et al. (2001) and Marshall et al. (2006) have found that when considering mechanisms 
that produce higher reproductive potential for larger fish, like increases in both relative fecundity 
and egg quality with body size, the use of SSB may produce overly optimistic fishing 
expectations in stocks with truncated age structures since SSB might overestimate the resilience 
of these stocks. Morgan et al. (2009) analysed eight different stocks with different biological 
characteristics and showed that biological reference points may be under or overestimated by 
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alternative reproductive potential measures compared with SSB. Although they did not find 
consistency in which indices of reproductive potential are more conservative in terms of 
management. Spencer et al. (2007) analysing rockfish species did not find relevant differences 
when considering larval survival (old rockfish produce larvae with higher survival than young 
rockfish) compared with traditional SSB reference points. The authors explain this result based 
on two counteracting mechanisms when considering the positive function of parent age and 
larval quality. The first one is a stronger reduction of reproductive potential per recruit for the 
same F. This mechanism is counteracted with an increase in the perceived stock resilience. Both 
mechanisms operate in opposite directions thus partially cancelling their effects and thus their 
impact on alternative F reference points. 
Hake (Merluccius merluccius) is a widely distributed species in the Northeast Atlantic, from 
Norway to Iceland (62ºN) and to Mauritania (21ºN). The Atlantic population supports one of the 
main fisheries in the Northeast Atlantic area. Currently the existence of two stocks is recognized, 
the northern and southern; the latter is distributed around the Atlantic coast of the Iberian 
Peninsula. Hake is a top predator and exhibits cannibalism (Velasco and Olaso, 1998; Mahe et 
al., 2007). Although there is important knowledge regarding hake growth based on tagging 
experiments (de Pontual et al., 2003; 2006; Piñeiro et al., 2007) and daily growth (Kacher and 
Amara, 2005; Piñeiro et al., 2008), there is no clear basis for age interpretation based on otolith 
rings. Sex ratio at length is skewed to males between 25-45 cm and afterwards the female 
fraction increases until about 70 cm when it reaches 100% (Murua, 2010). Male hake mature at 
about 32 cm (L50) meanwhile females mature at about 45 cm although there is high temporal 
variability for this parameter (Dominguez et al., 2008). Large hake produce more eggs per unit of 
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weight and these are of better quality, i.e. larger size, and higher dry weight (Mehault et al., 
2010) compared to small hake. The combination of these effects, delayed female maturity, 
skewed sex ratio and the increase of egg production with length, suggest hake is a species of 
special interest to be considered for evaluating stock reproductive potential and its implications 
for management. 
Southern hake stock assessment is undertaken annually by the International Council for the 
Exploitation of the Sea (ICES) to provide scientific advice to the European Commission about 
exploitation levels. The assessment model used at the moment is Gadget (Begley and Howell 
2004), an age-length structured forward-simulation model where fishing and biological processes 
are length dependent. The length based approach chosen for this stock was due to the ageing 
problems mentioned previously. The stock status reference is based on total SSB and Fmax is used 
as a target proxy for Fmsy (ICES, 2010). 
In this paper, we used an age-length structured population dynamic model to assess the impact of 
different reproductive indices (i.e. total spawning biomass, female spawning biomass and egg 
production) on MSY reference points. Firstly, we analyzed how these different indices alter our 
perception about per recruit productivity using YPR and stock reproductive-potential per-recruit 
(SPR) length based models. Second, we analyzed the ability of these alternative reproductive 
indices to explain and predict recruitment using Ricker and Beverton-Holt models as well as 
Bayesian inference. Third, we combined per recruit models and stochastic S/R to estimate the 
probability distributions of MSY biological reference points (MSY, Fmsy, Smsy, and Fcrash). Fcrash 
is a reference point representing the theoretical limit of exploitation that drives a stock to 
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collapse, corresponding with the replacement line at the origin of the stock-recruitment 
relationship. Finally, a comparative statistical analysis among MSY reference points (including 
proxies) considering factors affecting them is performed to evaluate the sensitivity of MSY to 
alternative reproductive potential indices. 
2. Material and methods 
Different analyses were performed to estimate MSY reference points with four alternative 
reproductive potential indices: total SSB, female SSB and egg production under two different 
assumptions (constant or exponential extrapolation after 80 cm). First we estimated the values 
for these four reproductive potential measures; second these trends were used to fit models that 
relate stock reproductive potential with recruitment (Beverton-Holt and Ricker S-R models); 
finally we use these model fits to estimate MSY reference points which were compared with 
MSY proxies like Fmax or proportion of virgin stock reproductive potential per recruit (%SPR). 
2.1. Data 
Estimates of abundance (N) and fishing mortality (F) at length (1 to 129 cm), by quarter, from 
1982 to 2008 were provided by ICES (2010). The model was developed with GADGET (Begley 
and Howell 2004). F at length from landings and discards by quarter from the last 3 years were 
used to estimate a mean exploitation pattern. N at the beginning of the second quarter, near the 
main recruitment period (Murua, 2010), was used to calculate different reproductive potential 
measures.  
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Biological data consisted of proportion of maturity at length (total and female from 1982 to 
2008); sex ratio at length (from 1982 to 2008), weight at length, and fecundity at length (both 
were considered constant for the whole period). Weight at length was calculated from a length – 
weight relationship (ICES, 2010). These data were collected by the Spanish and Portuguese 
sampling programmes, carried out by the Instituto Español de Oceanografía (IEO) and Instituto 
de Investigaçao das Pescas e do Mar (IPIMAR) respectively. After 2001 the data were collected 
under the framework of the European Data Collection Regulations (EC/1543/2000; 
EC/199/2008). 
Egg production at length was extracted from Mehault et al. (2010) for the first quarter and 
assumed to be constant along the time series. Batch fecundity (BF) was estimated by the 
gravimetric method and then BF at length (BFl) was calculated. On the other hand, as European 
hake exhibits a protracted spawning season with the main peak during the first quarter, Spawning 
Fraction (SF) was estimated for this period and SF at length (SFl) was calculated too as in 
Mehault et al. (2010). Realised fecundity was the product of the estimated BFl by the estimated 
SFl at length in the first quarter within the length range between 40 and 80 cm. Fecundity data 
were scarce and their length range only covered from 40 to 80 cm. 
Biological information is summarized on Figure 1 and Table 1 showing the trends at length for 
the mean of last 3 years. Females mature at larger size than males, delaying the size of female 
maturity compared with total maturity (left panel). Female frequency increases at larger sizes, 
reaching 100% of the population at sizes beyond 70 cm (middle panel). Larger females produce 
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relatively more eggs than smaller hake, so egg production by unit of weight is about 6 times 
higher at 80 cm than at 40 cm (right panel). 
2.2 Indices of reproductive potential 
Four indices of reproductive potential (RP) were calculated using the population's numbers-at-
length estimated by the assessment model at the end of the first quarter and the biological 
information described previously. For comparison purposes the total spawning stock biomass 
(SSB) was included in the analysis, together with the female spawning stock biomass (fSSB), the 
egg production with constant extrapolation (EPct) where egg production for fish larger than 80 
cm was assumed to have the same fecundity as 80 cm fish, and the egg production with 
exponential extrapolation (EPexp) where fecundity for fish larger than 80 cm was assumed to 
increase following the model trend. Equations employed to compute RP indices are presented 
below. 
 
130
1=l
lll tMatWN=SSB  (1) 
 
130
1=l
llll sRatfMatWN=fSSB  (2) 
 
130
1=l
lllll fecCtsRatfMatWN=EPct  (3) 
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130
1
exp
=l
lllll fecExpsRatfMatWN=EP  (4) 
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where sub-index l stands for length, N is the abundance, W is the individual weight, tMat is the 
total maturity proportion, fMat is the female maturity proportion, sRat is the sex ratio, fecCt is 
the fecundity extrapolated constant and fecExp the fecundity exponentially extrapolated.  
Note that all values (SSB, fSSB, EPct and EPexp) exhibit a sequential progression in the relative 
contribution of larger fish to the stock RP, with larger fish relatively most important in EPexp, 
followed by EPct, FSSB and finally SSB. 
2.3 Stock reproductive potential - recruitment models (S-R).  
Two different S-R models have been implemented, Beverton-Holt (Eq. 5) and Ricker (Eq. 6), 
and a Bayesian approach was used to fit the models. The fits were performed with OpenBUGS 
(www.openbugs.info) and R scripts with the R library R2OpenBUGS. The five initial years of 
the recruitment series (1982-86) were not used for fitting the S-R due to doubts about their 
quality (ICES, 2010). Priors for S-R parameters were defined as “non-informative” having a 
minimum impact on the posteriors. Priors for Ricker (equation 5) are: log(a) ~ normal (mean= 0, 
precision=0.001); b ~ uniform (min=0, max=2); model precision in log scale tau ~gamma 
(alpha=1, beta=0.1). Priors for Beverton-Holt (equation 6) are: log(a) ~ normal (mean= 0, 
precision=0.001); b ~ uniform (min=0, max=1000); model precision in los scale tau ~gamma 
(alpha=1, beta=0.1). A thinning of 10 (1 every 10 draws was saved) and a burning of 1000 (the 
first 1000 draws were deleted) were set after analysis of prior vs. posterior plots; traces and 
autocorrelation. Trials with different seeds were set to check convergence. The four RP indices 
were fit with both S-R models giving a total of eight S-R fits. The final MCMC posterior 
distribution is made of 1000 values for each parameter in the eight models.  
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S)b(Sa=R  exp*  (5) 
S)+(bSa=R /  (6) 
Where R is recruitment, S the stock reproductive potential index (SSB, fSSB, EPct or EPexp) and 
a and b are the function parameters. 
Steepness (h) is defined as the fraction of recruitment from an unfished population obtained 
when the stock reproductive potential is 20% of its unfished level (Mangel et al., 2010). Note 
that we have changed referenced definition using “stock reproductive potential” instead of 
“spawning stock biomass”. Steepness for all models was estimated from posterior S-R 
parameters. Stock reproductive potential per recruit at F = 0 (SPR0) was estimated according to 
equations 7 (Ricker) and 8 (Beverton-Holt). 
ba)(SPR=S
)S(b=h
0
rk
/ln
0.8exp*0.2
0
0


 (7) 
)SPRa+b(SPRa=h 00bh  4/  (8) 
Where hrk and hbh are the steepness for Ricker and Beverton-Holt models respectively; S0 is the 
population level at F=0, i.e. equivalent to the virgin SRP; SPR0 is the stock reproductive 
potential at F=0; a and b are the S-R parameters corresponding to equations 5 and 6. 
2.4. Length based Biological reference points 
YPR, independent of the stock reproductive potential, was firstly estimated. Afterwards, SPR 
and MSY reference points (MSY, Fmsy, Fcrash and Smsy) were estimated for each combination of 
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RP index and S-R model. Per recruit analysis was performed with a length based dynamics 
written in R programming language reproducing the GADGET dynamics defined for Southern 
hake in ICES (2010). 
YPR was calculated for different levels of F to estimate Fmax. Fmax is the current proxy to Fmsy for 
this stock (ICES, 2010).  SPR was calculated for the four different RP indices for a grid of F 
values from 0 to 2. The biological reference points corresponding to a percentage of the virgin 
SPR (X%SPR) were also estimated. 
To estimate the distribution of MSY reference points, the 1000 posterior parameters from each of 
the eight S-R curves were combined with per recruit estimations following Sissenwine and 
Shepherd (1987). Posterior equilibrium yield and stock curves under different levels of F were 
performed to calculate the posterior MSY reference point distribution. 
2.5. Relative contribution of RPs to the length stock structure 
The SPR algorithm was also used to estimate the relative contribution of different length classes 
to population productivity. The relative contribution depends on the biological features of 
different RPs and also depends on the F. 
Abundance per recruit at length was estimated for three different levels of F multipliers (Fmult): 0, 
0.5 and 1; Fmult= 1 correspond to the status quo F (=0.7) (ICES, 2010). Equations 1 to 4 (without 
summing up along the lengths) were applied to estimate productivity at length for every RP at 
the three F levels. We produced 12 different curves (3 F levels times 4 RPs). To compare RPs 
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with different units (biomass and number of eggs) all the curves were presented in relative scale, 
i.e. the abundance for every length class was divided by the total abundance in each curve. Mean 
length was estimated for every curve. Mean length was weighted with the RP contribution in 
each length class following the equation: 



130
1
/
l
llmean NlN=L  
Where N is the abundance and l is the length group. 
3. Results 
The consideration of biological information to develop alternative RP indices has had different 
impacts on the Southern hake stock perception. These alternative RPs are: SSB, fSSB, EPct and 
EPexp, which follow a sequential progression in the contribution of larger individuals on 
population reproductive potential. The time series (Figure 2) do not show big changes in the 
trends of alternative indices and the linear correlation among them is always high (Figure 3). The 
inclusion of this biological information does not improve the quality of the S-R fit but the 
opposite (Figure 4 and Table 2). However there is a clear impact of this biological information 
on the shape of the function. Steepness increases along the RP sequence (SSB, fSSB, EPct and 
EPexp) having a direct impact on our perception of stock resilience (Figure 5 and Table 2). The 
SPR curves show that for the same F, stock depletion (%SPR) increases along the RP index 
sequence (Figure 6 and Table 3). When we combine the S/R curves with the SPR to estimate 
Fmsy reference points we found trends in the opposite direction than SPR analysis (Figure 7). 
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Other MSY reference points (MSY and Fcrash) also showed clear trends along the sequence of 
indices (Table 3) 
3.1. Temporal trends  
Trends by year are presented in Figure 2. Recruitment at age 0 ranges between 50 and 100 
million fish until 2004. Afterwards recruitment is over 100 million fish. Trends on the four RP 
indices are quite similar. Contrary to the recruitment, SSB is high at the beginning and low at the 
end of the time series. None of the other RP stock trends (fSSB, EPct or EPexp) show strong 
differences compared with SSB. Apparently, good recruitment observed in recent years can not 
be explained by the inclusion of more biological realism in the RP estimation. 
Linear correlations among different trends are presented in Figure 3. Correlations are weak 
among all the RP indices and the recruitment (~0) although high among different RP indices. As 
it was explained previously, the different indices considered a progressive increase of the 
contribution of larger fish from SSB to EPexp. As expected, indices with similar large fish 
contribution to reproductive potential were strongly correlated (r between 0.96-1); in contrast, 
lower correlation was observed between SSB and EP (0.92 and 0.93). 
The analysis of RP trends and correlations did not show any important change of the new indices 
compared with the SSB. 
3.2. Stock – recruitment relationship 
S-R fit is presented in Figure 4 for the four RP indices and the two stock recruitment curves. 
Data ranged from 1987 to 2008 and covered years of high fishing mortality, well over Fmax 
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(ICES, 2010). With these high mortalities only the three starting points (1987-89) were in an area 
of higher stock size. These three points define the overcompensatory trend in the Ricker curve 
making large differences on the expected recruitment at high stock levels compared with 
Beverton-Holt models. At low stock sizes the information was also scarce and did not provide 
any robust signal of recruitment reduction that could be used to estimate slope at origin. 
However slope at origin was always higher in Beverton-Holt models than in Ricker models. 
Comparisons among stock-recruitment models estimated with various RP indices are presented 
in Table 2. For Ricker models, SSB and fSSB showed the best fit (compared with EPct or 
EPexp) with higher median τ (inverse of variance) and lower Deviance Information Criterion 
(DIC). For Beverton-Holt models results were not so clear and τ and DIC present similar figures. 
Among the two models fitted with four different RP indices, Ricker either fitted with SSB or 
fSSB were the best models in terms of DIC or τ. 
Figure 5 shows the distribution of S-R steepness (h) for the eight scenarios; steepness increased 
with the sequence of RP indices. When large fish had more contribution (e.g. EPexp) the 
steepness was higher. Maximum steepness for Beverton-Holt is 1. Under both models the trend 
is the same, with larger steepness for EP than for SSB. For Ricker models median h ranged from 
4.42 (with SSB) to 8.74 (with EPexp). In Beverton-Holt models h ranged from 0.96 (with SSB) 
to 0.99 (with EPexp) (Table 2) 
3.3. Biological reference points 
Fmax, which is the current Fmsy proxy (ICES, 2010) for management purposes was estimated at 
0.24 and F0.1 at 0.16. YPR reference points (Fmax and F0.1) are independent of different RP 
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indices. They are presented here as a reference when comparing with alternative MSY reference 
points. 
Stock reproductive potential per recruit (SPR) reference points are presented in Figure 6 and 
Table 3. SPR was scaled to a maximum of 1 for all RP indices to facilitate the comparison 
among them. With the same F, SSB produces more SPR than fSSB, EPct and exponential EPexp. 
This means a higher depletion along the RP sequence. On the other hand, in order to reach the 
same relative stock depletion, 30% SPR for instance, we should use different Fs, higher F for 
SSB, lower for FSSB; lower for EPct and even lower for EPexp. RP indices where large 
individuals have a low influence (SSB) are associated with a higher F%SPR than those where 
larger fish have more weight, like EP. 
Figure 7 shows boxplots for 1000 Fmsy for the four RP indices and the two S-R models as well as 
deterministic 35%SPR and Fmax Beverton-Holt models produce Fmsy distributions with an upper 
limit in Fmax (0.24). The Fmsy Beverton-Holt boxplot distribution ranged from lower values for 
SSB (median = 0.23) to higher values for EPexp (median=0.24). The same increasing trend was 
observed for Ricker, where Fmsy was always over Fmax, with a minimum median of 0.56 for SSB 
to 0.60 for EPexp. Both models presented the same trend for different RP indices with the lowest 
Fs for SSB and sequential increases with fSSB, EPct and EPexp, respectively. This increasing 
trend is in the opposite direction than those observed for SPR (decreasing); see for instance 
F35%SPR (Figure 7) which resulted in F values of 0.20, 0.18, 0.16 and 0.14 for SSB, fSSB, EPct 
and EP respectively. This raises the question about the percentage of SPR used to set F%SPR as a 
proxi for Fmsy since the percentage that best represents Fmsy depends on the RP index used; see 
for example the differences between F35%SPR and Beverton-Holt Fmsy in Figure 7. 
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The other reference points (MSY and Fcrash) also presented a clear trend although not always in 
the same direction (Table 3). The expected MSY presented big differences depending on the S-R 
model and RP index. Ricker MSY increased from SSB (14.8 kt) to EPexp (17.6 Kt). Beverton-
Holt MSY, which was always higher than Ricker MSY, decreased from 22.8 Kt with SSB to 
20.7 Kt with EPexp. Fcrash, the theoretical F at which the stock collapses to zero abundance, 
showed a decreasing trend along RP indices in both recruitment models. Ricker Fcrash was always 
lower than Beverton-Holt Fcrash and decreased from 1.21 (SSB) to 0.94 (EPexp) with the Ricker 
model and from 1.69 (SSB) to 1.49 (EPexp) with the Beverton-Holt model.  
Notice that the distance between Fmsy and Fcrash was always shorter for Ricker than for Beverton-
Holt models. This distance, which is a measure of risk associated with Fmsy policies, showed a 
reduction trend along RP indices. The lower difference was observed for Ricker EPexp (median 
Fmsy=0.6; Fcrash=0.96) and the maximum for Beverton-Holt SSB (median Fmsy =0.23 and 
Fcrash=1.69). Taking this measure as an indicator of risk, setting an Fmsy strategy presented a 
higher risk for Ricker than Beverton-Holt. 
The SPRmsy column in Table 3 presents the fraction of the stock relative to the pristine state 
when fishing at Fmsy. In both cases (Ricker and Beverton-Holt) SPRmsy became lower from SSB 
to EPexp indicating that the reduction from the pristine state at Fmsy is higher when considering 
RP where larger fish contribute most highly. 
3.4. Length relative contribution to population RP. 
Figure 8 shows the relative contribution of every length class to RP. This allows us to compare 
length-based RP contributions based on different units within each plot. However, we have to 
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take into account that when F increases the absolute contribution of all length classes decreases 
for the same RP. Then, the curves from different panels are not comparable in absolute terms. 
Mean length is the parameter to compare curves from different panels. 
In absence of fishing (Fmult=0, in the left panel) the relative contribution of larger fish was more 
important than at higher F levels. EPexp presents the higher mean length, about 98 cm, which 
decreases progressively for EPct, fSSB and SSB until 82 cm. When F increased (Fmult = 0.5 in 
the middle panel), the length structure was biased to lower size and mean length ranged between 
81 cm (for EPexp) to 66 cm (for SSB). The same mean values should reduce more with the 
current F levels (Fmult = 1; in the right panel), ranging from 72 cm (for EPexp) to 56 cm (for 
SSB). 
4. Discussion 
European hake is a dimorphic species for which males mature at a shorter length than females. 
This affects growth by sex and sex ratio at length (Murua, 2010) which is skewed towards 
females at larger fish size. This information (female maturity at length and sex ratio) enables an 
examination of female spawning biomass (fSSB) as an alternative to total spawning biomass 
(SSB). Because of the differences of maturity at length and sex ratio, fSSB brings to light the 
importance of larger individuals to stock reproductive potential (SRP). A step forward is the 
inclusion of fecundity, which leads to two additional alternatives SRPs (EPct and EPexp). Since 
hake egg production per unit of weight increases with length (Mehault et al., 2010; Murua, 
2010), these two new indices (EPct and EPexp) complete the progressive sequence of four 
alternative indices in which larger fish are more important in stock productivity. This allows to 
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evaluate the importance of considering additional hake biological information on biological 
reference points and also, in a more general way, to evaluate the role of demographic structure 
on biological reference points. 
After having tried different alternatives to SSB RP indices (fSSB, EPct and EPexp) we have 
found that there are no relevant differences on temporal trends. Furthermore we did not find any 
improvement in the fit of the S-R relationship. Lack of improvement in S-R with more complex 
indices of RP also has been reported for American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides) and 
Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) (Morgan et al., 2011). This improvement 
depended on the amount of temporal variation in reproductive characteristics and on how well 
they are estimated (Morgan et al., 2011). Thus, if reproductive parameters do not change over 
time, then simple indices as SSB may be adequate. However, if temporal trends on these 
parameters are observed then it is more likely that more complex indices of RP will be better 
predictors of recruitment, as observed for Flemish Cap cod, where a longer and better quality 
time series was available (Morgan et al., 2011). Yet, our results showed that including more 
biological realism on the S-R relationship produced changes in steepness and consequently on 
the management reference points. This raises the question about how to balance biological 
realism and statistical consistency in order to choose the most appropriate index to use for 
management decisions. Marshall et al. (2006) suggest that the slight reduction in explanatory 
power that would accompany replacement of SSB must be judged against the benefit of 
correcting it for a systematic source of bias which may increase the risk of overexploitation. 
However in our work the opposite results were obtained, e.g. EP Fmsy was higher than SSB Fmsy, 
meanwhile Marshall et al. (2006) found EP Fmsy was lower than SSB Fmsy. Under this 
circumstance, moving from the current hake reference point, i.e. SSB, to a more biologically 
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sound stock RP index, like EP, may be a risk since F increases. This risk seems difficult to bear 
if this more “reliable” RP index does not significantly improve the S-R model. 
The S-R relationship is a key factor in the implementation of MSY policies. The quality of these 
models should be evaluated before justifying a change in the management RP reference. In this 
work the variability in the S-R relationship has been considered with no informative priors, and 
assuming no error in the RP indices, which may increase the uncertainty in the fit quality. A full 
evaluation of model fit should also include the error in the additional biological information 
(maturity, sex ratio and egg production) used to build alternative RP indices since this new 
information also adds uncertainty. Another problem fitting S-R models for European hake are the 
limited data available to estimate RP indices, being scarce at high and low stock sizes, and the 
high variability of observed recruitment in this range. This increases the difficulty in estimating 
S-R parameters, and especially the slope at origin and the level of compensation or 
overcompensation at high stock sizes. Informative S-R priors based on biological knowledge 
(Brooks et al., 2010, Myers et al., 2002) or based on the S-R performance from similar stocks 
(Myers et al., 2002) are alternatives that should be explored. Improvement of the S-R models 
could allow using them to estimate management reference points difficult to assume with the 
weak S-R model fit. For instance, Ricker Fmsy is more than two times above Beverton-Holt Fmsy 
and Ricker Fcrash is well below Beverton-Holt Fcrash (Table 3). If the Ricker model is more 
reliable (although uncertain), the risk of fishing at Fmsy increases in an unacceptable way and 
must be considered before defining a MSY strategy. 
The results show that moving from SSB towards alternative RP indices where larger fish have 
relatively greater contribution increases Fmsy. This result is contrary to those of Murawski et al. 
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(2001) stating that “traditional approaches to F-based reference points using SSB systematically 
overestimate the resiliency of stocks to fishing” and those from Marshall et al. (2006) who say 
“… using SSB as a measure of stock potential could lead to overly optimistic assessments of 
stock status”. Morgan et al. (2009), performing similar analysis, found some stocks where Fmsy 
increased with refined RP indices, although for some stocks Fmsy decreased, with these 
differences being very high in some cases (e.g. Gulf of St Lawrence cod; SSB Fmsy=0.14 and EP 
Fmsy=0.56). Spencer et al. (2007) found that Fmsy is relatively insensitive in rockfishes when 
considering reproductive indices where larvae from larger fish have a higher survival rate. These 
authors provide a thorough explanation for this weak sensitivity based on two counteracting 
mechanisms: (1) reduced SPR at the same F and (2) increase of perceived stock resilience. These 
two mechanisms explain why age-dependent maternal effects on rockfish spawning success may 
either increase or decrease Fmsy. Although we have found different results than Spencer et al., 
(2007), with an increase in hake Fmsy, our results support their explanation. This rationale also 
explains why other authors (Marshal et al., 2006; Murawski et al., 2001) have reported different 
results as these depend on how the two processes are balanced in their stocks with alternative 
reproductive potential indices. Further research is needed to explain how to balance these two 
counteracting processes.  
In the case of Southern hake analysed here, increasing refinement in RP indices produces a 
reduction of the %SPR for a given F (See for example 35%SPR in figure 7). In contrast, we 
observed an increase of Fmsy with the enhancement in RP indices. These opposite trends may be 
explained looking at %SPR fishing at Fmsy (see SPRmsy in Table 3). The %SPR fishing at Fmsy 
becomes lower as we move from SSB to EPexp. Such a result would support the pattern we have 
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already identified for steepness and Fmsy because a lower value for %SPRmsy indicates that the 
stock can be reduced further from unexploited conditions, i.e. the stock is more resilient 
Alternatively we may explain the different trends in %SPR and MSY reference points looking at 
the replacement lines. Replacement lines are straight lines that define the equilibrium point in the 
S-R function for a given F. For instance, Fmax (independent of SRP index) produces a different 
relative reduction of SPR values for every RP index. The inverse of this SPR is the slope of the 
replacement line in the S-R function and the point where the S-R function crosses the 
replacement line is the stock equilibrium point for Fmax. In the Beverton-Holt model Fmax is the 
upper limit of Fmsy (Figure 7). This means that the slope of the replacement line corresponding 
with Fmsy is lower or equal than those corresponding to Fmax. If steepness is one, then Fmsy equals 
Fmax because equilibrium recruitment does not increase when reducing F below Fmax. The 
difference between Fmax and Fmsy depends on the relative increase of equilibrium recruitment 
from Fmax, which depends on steepness. If Fmsy is higher for a reproductive measure where 
%SPR is lower for the same Fmax (see Figure 7) this means that the relative increase in 
equilibrium recruitment must be higher for this SRP and this depends on steepness and cannot 
happen if steepness is lower. Therefore, an increase in steepness is a condition needed to 
counteract the decrease in %SPR. Since the change in SRP drives %SPR and steepness in 
opposite directions and these two processes counteract each other when estimating Fmsy, the 
differences in Fmsy with different SRP are relatively low.  
An increase of hake Fmsy along the sequence of RP indices has been detected for Southern hake. 
If these results were supported by a clear improvement in the S-R fit, it would mean that 
including more biological realism in the hake assessment would allow us to increase the F target. 
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That is because when larger fish are more productive, we need less of them to produce the same 
amount of recruits. Thus, the population can still be sustainable and maximally harvested with a 
greater F when larger fish have a lower relative presence. Similarly, faster rebuilding should be 
achieved if a greater proportion of larger fish are allowed to survive. However, without a clear 
improvement in the S-R fit, moving towards a higher although more biologically sound Fmsy (e.g. 
considering egg production), could increase the risk of overfishing. Under these conditions it is 
difficult to decide which RP index is more valid to be used as a management reference point. 
Fortunately there are alternatives to improve management of this stock with this new biological 
knowledge. Apart from changing the F target, if management measures protecting large females 
were developed we should expect an improvement of the performance of the fishery. These 
management measures could consider changes in exploitation pattern with mesh sizes, seasonal 
and/or spatial closures. Not taking into account that large hake are relatively more productive 
than small ones will bias the results and the potential improvement of these alternative 
management measures could not be clearly evaluated. 
It is of major importance to include alternative RP indices in stock assessment and advice so that 
reproductive biology is explicitly taken into account, not only towards improving estimates but 
also to explore sources of uncertainty that are hidden and incorporating these uncertainties into 
scientific advice for management decisions. 
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Table 1. Summary of biological information for body length (grouped every 10 cm), mean weight (kg), 
total maturity (proportion), female sex ratio (prop.), female maturity (prop.), egg production exponential 
(eggs per gram) and egg production constant (eggs per gram) 
 
length 
group 
mean 
weight 
total 
maturity 
female 
sex ratio 
female 
maturity EPexp EPct 
1-10 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11-20 0.03 0.02 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21-30 0.13 0.11 0.50 0.00 0.10 0.72 
31-40 0.33 0.46 0.43 0.09 4.20 7.22 
41-50 0.69 0.87 0.58 0.61 11.95 11.95 
51-60 1.25 0.98 0.93 0.94 22.50 22.50 
61-70 2.05 1.00 1.00 0.99 35.83 35.83 
71-80 3.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 51.92 51.92 
81-90 4.54 1.00 1.00 1.00 70.77 59.95 
91-100 6.32 1.00 1.00 1.00 92.35 59.95 
101-110 8.52 1.00 1.00 1.00 116.65 59.95 
111-120 11.18 1.00 1.00 1.00 143.68 59.95 
121-130 14.17 1.00 1.00 1.00 171.83 59.95 
 
 
 
Table 2. Median values for posterior parameters (a, b, τ and h). a and b are the stock-recruitment 
parameters; τ is the inverse of variance of the modelled recruitment (in log scale); h is the steepness 
estimated with the Bayesian model; and Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) to compare model fit. 
 
 Ricker Beverton-Holt 
 a b τ H DIC a b τ h DIC 
SSB 15.12 0.0656 9.58 4.42 16.25 97.35 2.98 8.05 0.962 22.92 
fSSB 19.50 0.0813 9.21 5.16 17.18 90.84 1.44 8.01 0.979 22.16 
EPct 0.48 0.0018 7.44 6.78 22.19 85.96 34.56 7.95 0.990 21.52 
EPexp 0.54 0.0021 7.75 8.74 21.25 86.47 33.52 7.99 0.993 21.71 
 
 
 
Table 3. Summary of reference points of four reproductive indices. SPR is F Stock Reproductive Potential 
Per Recruit at 3 levels of % of depletion (30, 35 and 40%). Ricker reference points (MSY in thousand 
tonnes, Fmsy and Fcrash) and the same Beverton-Holt reference points. SPRmsy refers to proportion of SPR 
corresponding to Fmsy. Ricker and Beverton-Holt figures are posteriors medians. 
 
 SPR  Ricker  Beverton-Holt 
  30% 35% 40%  MSY Fmsy Fcrash SPRmsy  MSY Fmsy Fcrash SPRmsy 
SSB 0.23 0.20 0.17  14.84 0.56 1.21 0.10  22.81 0.23 1.69 0.31 
FSSB 0.21 0.18 0.16  15.68 0.58 1.05 0.07  21.59 0.23 1.55 0.28 
EPct 0.19 0.16 0.14  17.09 0.59 0.97 0.05  20.94 0.24 1.53 0.24 
EPexp 0.16 0.14 0.12  17.64 0.60 0.94 0.03  20.72 0.24 1.49 0.19 
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List of figures 
 
Figure 1. Biological information used to estimate biological reference points (BRPs). Maturity proportion 
in the left panel, total (solid line) and female (dashed line). Sex ratio in the middle panel; mean (solid 
line) and historic values (black dots). Egg production (eggs / gr) in the right; observations only covers 40-
80 cm range, outside this range two options were performed: extrapolation of the exponential fit (solid 
line) and constant (dashed line). 
 
Figure 2. Trends by year from 1987 to 2008. Recruitment in upper plot. SSB (solid line) and Female SSB 
(dashed line) in the middle plot. Egg production under two different assumptions (lower plot); 
exponential (dashed) and constant (solid) after 80 cm. 
 
Figure 3. Pairs plots among the four reproductive potential indices (SSB, FSSB, EPexp and EPct) and 
recruitment (rec). Cells over the diagonal show the correlation coefficient between pairs. 
 
Figure 4. Bayesian stock recruitment fit of four reproductive potential measures and two stock 
recruitment curves. Beverton-Holt model (dashed line) and Ricker model (solid line). 
 
Figure 5. Box plot for steepness in Ricker (upper plot) and Beverton-Holt models (lower plot). 
 
Figure 6. Stock per recruit for SSB, fSSB, EPct and EPexp scaled to a SPR=1 at F=0. Vertical line 
represents Fmax, equal to 0.24 and horizontal lines represent three levels of SPR (30, 35 and 40%) 
 
Figure 7. Box plot for Fmsy with different reproductive potential measures (SSB, fSSB, EPct and EPexp). 
With Ricker model and Beverton-Holt model. Fmax and 35%SPR are also presented. 
 
Figure 8. Relative contribution of different length classes to RP population productivity at three different 
F levels. Fmult = 1 is equivalent to current F (ICES, 2010). Fmult = 0.5 is half the current F. Horizontal lines 
represent the mean length of the population weighted with the RP. 
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